
Cadence conveys a transitional, or even traditional feel, yet its contemporary elements bridge the gap into the 
modern office. The standards that stem from 125 years of producing the finest in office seating are evident here: 
leathers and fabrics hand-cut and sewn, double-needle stitching and welting throughout, and the pride taken by  
our highly-skilled upholsterers as each chair is carefully custom-made.

CAD1-MN22W

Cadence is defined as “the measure of movement”. This chair not only provides movement, but movement with  
unprecedented comfort - through a full range of motion and adjustment. The synchro-tilt mechanism moves the  
perfectly contoured back and seat in a 2:1 ratio, allowing the angle of the back to be changed with relatively little effect on  
the position of the user’s legs and feet. Perhaps never before has ergonomics been combined with comfort so successfully.

High Back, Narrow High Back, Wide

Mid Back, Narrow Mid Back, Wide

Cadence Guest is a comfortable companion to the series.

CAD2A

Cover: CAD1-MW11B

CAD1-HW22W

all products are available as FSC® certified

solutions@krug.ca | www.krug.ca | 1.888.578.KRUG

CADENCE

Krug offers an extensive range of furnishings for private office and conferencing, and a comprehensive 
seating collection. A company-wide program is in place to reduce the impact of our products and 
process on the environment. For a copy of this program, or more information about products, please 
contact your local Krug representative, or Krug Customer Service.
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  Mid Back,  Mid Back,  High Back,  High Back,

  Narrow Wide Narrow Wide

 W 24.5” 26” 24.5” 26” width

 D 26” 26” 26” 26” depth

 H 36.75” 36.75” 43” 43” height

 SH 17.75” 17.75” 17.75” 17.75” seat height from floor

 AH 26.75” 26.75” 26.75” 26.75” arm height from floor

 WA 19.5” 21” 19.5” 21” width between arms

 SD 19.75” 19.75” 19.75” 19.75” seat depth



With Cadence we set out to create a new standard in office seating design. This chair is the successful combination of 
three criteria: highly refined transitional styling and detail, comfort unequalled in its class, and a range of options that allow 
it be enjoyed throughout the workplace.

     CAD1-MW21B

What is most striking about Cadence is the way this chair sits. Cadence utilizes proprietary mold technology 
designed with three-dimensional imagery to create the ideal set of compound curves. The result is a chair that 
is exceptionally pleasurable to sit in, both initially and for extended periods of time. Cadence is one of the first 
chairs ever to attain this combination of aesthetics and ergonomically-correct comfort.

CAD1-HW25B

     CAD1-MW21B

Two width sizes and two back heights offer great versatility: from larger to smaller user, from private office to  
meeting room workstation. As the workplace requires increasingly more flexibility, a chair that can be used in 
many ways is a good investment. Cadence guest is a comfortable companion to the series. Cherry and Maple  
hardwoods in the arms and base, as well as upholstered arms, are an elegant enhancement to Cadence.  
Black urethane arms (with the option of height and width adjustability) and a black nylon base provide attractive 
functionality and durability. Krug offers an attractive selection of in-stock fabric and leathers, and Cadence can 
also be upholstered in any other selected textile.

Completely Upholstered Adjustable

Wood and Upholstered

Polyurethane

Wood and Polyurethane


